Abstract- Many large companies today face the risk of data breaches via malicious software, compromising their business. These types of attacks are usually executed using hacker assets. Researching hacker assets within underground communities can help identify the tools which may be used in a cyberattack, provide knowledge on how to implement and use such assets and assist in organizing tools in a manner conducive to ethical reuse and education. This study aims to understand the functions and characteristics of assets in hacker forums by applying classification and topic modeling techniques. This research contributes to hacker literature by gaining a deeper understanding of hacker assets in well-known forums and organizing them in a fashion conducive to educational reuse. Additionally, companies can apply our framework to forums of their choosing to extract their assets and appropriate functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As computers and technology become more widespread in society, cybersecurity is becoming an important concern for individuals and organizations alike. Many large companies today face the risk of data breaches via malicious software, thus compromising their business. Recent examples of such breaches include Home Depot, Target, Sony, and Xbox Live. These types of attacks are usually executed using hacker assets. Hackers in underground forums often trade and sell such assets to gain reputation [1] [6]. For example, the source code used in the Target attack (BlackPOS) was available for sale in underground markets before the attack was conducted [12].

Hacker assets come in different forms. Three of the most commonly used assets are attachments, source code, and tutorials. Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate each type of asset. Attachments are files attached to forum postings. These files could be books, videos, pictures, executables, tools, or various other programs. Source code is code written in a programming language embedded in forum postings. Unlike an attachment, it has not yet been compiled but is instead more raw and incomplete (cannot be executed independently without other chunks of code). Code in hacker forums can be SQL injection code, Java development code or simply examples of general programming. Tutorials, usually appearing as postings within a forum, are “how to’s” or “guides” about a particular subject, designed to help others the topic. For example, a tutorial may instruct other members on how to conduct a phishing attack.

Overall, the applications of these assets range from educating other hackers on general topics, to tools and tutorials specifically designed to cause harm to other systems.

Should hackers gain insight into systems and applications at an organization, they can identify vulnerabilities and potentially exploit them with assets found in forums. Researching hacker assets within underground communities can:

- Help identify the tools which may be used in a cyberattack
- Provide knowledge on how to implement and use such assets
- Assist in organizing tools in a manner conducive to ethical reuse and education
Therefore, we are motivated to research and develop a general framework aimed at determining the application and purpose of tutorials, source code, and attachments in hacker communities as well as organizing these assets in a manner to facilitate educational reuse. The main contributions of this study includes an increased understanding of hacker forum assets; a general semi-automatic framework to identify and topically classify hacker forum assets; organization of hacker assets; and the identification of potential threats in popular hacker forums.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

To form the basis of this research, we first reviewed hacker community research. This research provides contextual insight on hacker behaviors and hierarchies in forums as well as an understanding of the key hackers and the types of assets they create and distribute. We reviewed three sub-areas: Hacker community behaviors/interactions, focused on hacker network composition and interactions; Key hackers within communities, focused on identifying the most prolific and/or influential hacker leaders; Hacker forum contents, focused on analyzing the content, services, and information in hacker forums.

A. Hacker community behaviors and interactions

The focus of hacker community research is on understanding the social network and interactions of members in hacker communities. This work primarily uses manual explorations for qualitative analysis in Russian, English and German hacker forums [5] [11] [12] [20] [24]. Such methods have shown that the majority of participants in hacker forums are unskilled. A moderate sized group is semi-skilled, and a small percentage is highly skilled [11]. Assets flow from the skilled, members down to the less skilled members. Such tiers of hackers exist in English, Russian and German hacker forums [11] [12] [19]. Forums often rank their members, usually on the frequency of member contributions (often in the form of assets) to the community [20]. In such forum structures, the technical competency and cost for those wishing to conduct attacks or gain information about a particular topic is relatively low [5].

Key hacker literature uses various approaches to identify key hackers and their characteristics in English, Russian and Chinese forums. For example, research has identified the top and lowest malware carding sellers in a Russian forum by using snowball sampling to find malware and carding threads, classifying them using maximum entropy, and applying deep learning-based sentiment analysis [14]. In another study, Interaction Coherence Analysis (ICA) and clustering methods have been used to identify that about 12% of the hacker forum icode are “technical enthusiasts” who embed source code and attachments into their postings the most [1].

The embedding of source code, attachments and other content that advances knowledge in hacker communities also plays significant role in determining a hackers’ reputation [6]. While the reputable, highly skilled subset of members often create assets, intermediaries (moderately skilled members) are usually the primary distributors of these assets [2].

Hacker forum content studies have generally focused on understanding the contents of hacker communities by using interviews with subject matter experts and manual exploration of underground hacker forums and black markets. Such methods have revealed that a variety of items can be found in underground communities. Payloads, full services and credit card information is often available on hacker black markets [2]. In addition, hosting services, currency sources and mobile devices in underground communities often facilitate cybercriminal activities [10]. Furthermore, a variety of older malware code is available in hacker forums free of charge [5].

As previously mentioned, understanding the topics and purpose of source code is a non-trivial task compared to attachment and tutorial postings. Thus, source code classification and source code topic extraction techniques are reviewed. Such literature helps provide insight on classifying and extracting topics from source code, and can be adopted to source code found in hacker forums for better code organization.

B. Source code analysis methods

Source code analysis literature is reviewed to gain an understanding of how to automatically extract topics from code and how to classify code into their appropriate programming languages. Unlike attachments and tutorials in which the topics and purpose can be easily extracted using topic modeling techniques, understanding source code is non-trivial. Additionally, source code provides content and structure conducive to discovering its technical implementation. This can lead to better organization of code assets, one of the aims of this study. We review two sub-areas of source code literature – source code classification and source code topic extraction.

Source code classification generally focuses on classifying the functions of code in online software repositories like SourceForge or Ibiblio into pre-defined categories such as databases, games, email or other domain specific areas [7][18][22]. This type of research is motivated by the desire for better software reuse, organization and maintenance [18].

The general strategy to classify source code is to identify a set of target classes for classification (databases, games, communications etc.), and develop a training set with sample source code from each of those classes [7] [15] [18]. This strategy is generally useful when the programming language of the code being classified is the same. The training set typically contains features which are unique to the classes which they are representing [15] [18]. A variety of classification methods have been used in this task, with Support Vector Machine (SVM) consistently having the highest performance [15] [18] [22].

While the focus in this stream is on classifying a single type of source code into known domain classes, source code can also be classified into their appropriate programming language. By collecting sample source code files in various programming...
languages to develop a feature set, a classifier can be trained to classify source code files into their appropriate languages. SVM classifiers using the LIBSVM package appear to be the most effective in this type of source code classification [22].

However, classifying the programming language does not identify the function or purpose the code serves, unless it is already in a pre-defined category. Determining the function of code without proper context or execution is a non-trivial task. If the source code is complete, it can be executed to identify its function or purpose. However, if source code is incomplete or not in a pre-defined category (as most code in online forums is), topic modeling techniques are often used.

This area of source code analysis focuses on extracting topics and functions of source code. Typically, such research is often applied to large software systems [17] [21]. However, the same techniques have been applied to well-known online code repositories [3] [4] [16].

The primary method to extract topics from source code is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), also known as topic modeling. LDA is a statistical technique modeling latent topics in text documents in a hierarchical fashion. While LDA is typically applied to normal text documents, literature in this stream has adapted the LDA model for source code. LDA is used in source code analysis when the target categories (i.e., games, databases, etc.) are unknown, as it often can be in online repositories [3][4][21]. Once processed, the files are run through Mallet (typically for 40 topics) and are manually labeled [4][21].

III. RESEARCH GAPS AND QUESTIONS

Based on prior literature in hacker communities and source code analysis, several research gaps have been found in both areas of literature. In hacker communities, much work has focused on hacker interactions and key hacker identification, but little work has focused on the assets found in hacker forums. Additionally, little work has focused on automatically identifying functions and topics of these assets, specifically source code, tutorials and attachments.

In source code analysis research, little work has been done on classifying or extracting topics of source code in hacker communities. The majority of these studies have been applied to online software repositories or software systems, but not source code found in hacker contexts. Based on these gaps, the following research questions are proposed for this study:

- What are the characteristics and functions of hacker assets in underground communities?
- What is the most effective language classification method for hacker source code?

This study addresses the research gaps in several ways. First, it provides for a better understanding of the functions, purposes, and key features of hacker assets. Secondly, this study identifies the technical features which make up the source code tools in forums. Finally, it extends existing source code literature to online hacker forums.

IV. RESEARCH TESTBED

Five hacker forums are identified for collection and analysis; they are listed in Table I. These forums were selected for several reasons. First, members in these forums have the ability to embed source code and attach files to their postings. Second, these forums are known to contain a variety of tools for members. Third, these forums can be accessed without any payment or invitation, thus making the base of potential users large. Finally, these forums are well known and have minimal downtime, allowing for optimal collection and analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th># of attachments</th>
<th># of source code snippets</th>
<th># of postings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>hackforums</td>
<td>1/2/2015-12/29/2014</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1,077</td>
<td>15,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>hackforums</td>
<td>1/1/2013-12/26/2014</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>7,515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>key1</td>
<td>7/2/2009-2/15/2014</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>15,451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>Dydyk.ru</td>
<td>1/2/2007-12/15/2014</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>2,112</td>
<td>47,005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>aby</td>
<td>1/1/2010-12/15/2015</td>
<td>1,844</td>
<td>6,151</td>
<td>488,670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>1/1/2005-12/31/2015</td>
<td>3,271</td>
<td>14,544</td>
<td>673,655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These forums were collected via automated methods. A web crawler routed through the Tor network was used to download the web pages. Regular expressions were then used to parse the web pages and store attributes of interest (post, author and thread information) into a MySQL database.

V. RESEARCH DESIGN

Our hacker asset analysis framework comprises of four main components: snowball sampling, data preprocessing, asset analysis and evaluation (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Research Design
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A. Snowball sampling and post retrieval

The first step in this framework is to retrieve the source code, attachment and tutorial postings. SQL queries are used to retrieve code and attachment postings. However, snowball sampling is employed to retrieve tutorial postings from the database. This is similar to prior research in which snowball sampling is used to retrieve malware and carding threads [14]. Starting with a set of seeding keywords such as “how to” or “guide” or “tutorial,” postings are iteratively retrieved. The user names in those postings are used as new keywords to extract other postings.

B. Data Preparation

Once all of the postings have been retrieved, they are then split into three subsets: source code postings, tutorial postings, and postings with attachments. All duplicate postings with each subset are removed. Thread titles are considered to be part of each of the postings as they can help provide more context for topic modeling. If a posting contains any embedded source code, it is placed in the source code subset. All other postings are placed in their respective categories.

C. Asset analysis

Once in their appropriate categories, LDA is used to understand the topic characteristics of hacker assets. LDA is performed in an identical manner on both the attachment and tutorial postings. Attachment and tutorial postings in hacker forums are typically descriptive of the type of file and the instructions attached in the posting. Thus, the topics and applications of these assets are relatively clear. Each subset is treated as its own corpus, with each posting being a document. Porter’s stemming algorithm is used to unify words to their common root (i.e., attacking and attack get stemmed to attack) and a stop-words list is used to filter generic terms in the posting. Once stemmed and filtered, 40 topics are extracted from each subset using a Mallet based tool, consistent with prior literature. These topics are then manually labeled and tabulated.

While attachment and tutorial postings can be evaluated in similar fashions, analyzing the topics of source code is a non-trivial task. As with the attachments and tutorial subsets, the source code postings subset is considered to be a corpus and all the postings are considered to be documents. Consistent with prior literature, we leave the comments in to help provide context for topic modeling. In addition, we treat post content as comments, as it often contains information about the purpose of the embedded code. However, unlike attachment and tutorial postings, source code postings contain content that is not part of natural language. As a result, the manner in which they are processed for LDA is slightly different than the tutorials and attachments.

The first step in processing the source code postings for LDA is splitting the identifiers found in source code to meaningful sub-words which can be better interpreted. For example, the identifier DATA_AUTH_RESPONSE is split into DATA, AUTH and RESPONSE. Once split, Porter’s stemming algorithm is then applied to unify words to their root. A stop-words list is then used to filter generic terms in the posting [3][4][16][17][21]. LDA is then run for 40 topics using the same tool which was used for attachment and tutorial postings. These topics are then manually labeled and tabulated.

In addition to using LDA to find the topics of the source code postings, additional analysis is conducted to see how these source code assets are being implemented (i.e., what language is used to create the source code). Such information is useful for several reasons. First, classifying the programming language allows for better code reuse, which can be useful for educational purposes. Secondly, it provides insight into the implementations of particular types of assets, specifically into the key features necessary to create such assets. Finally, the classification of source code into their appropriate programming languages facilitates better organization.

To perform source code classification, a classifier must first be trained using sample source code files. From observing the types of source code postings in forums, 10 classes were selected for classification: Java, Python, C/C++, HTML, PHP, Delphi, ASP, SQL, Ruby and Perl. One hundred code files for each language were used from online repositories such as SourceForge and GitHub to train the classifier. These files were manually selected based on their uniqueness to each of the languages. Files were typically selected from libraries which are exclusive to a language (i.e., JSoup appears only in Java), as that increases the effectiveness of the classifier.

After the files are selected and the classifier trained, the source code files within each of the topics created by LDA are then used as test-beds for the trained classifier. The classifier was implemented using the LIBSVM package as provided by RapidMiner. After each topic has each of its files classified into their appropriate languages, the outputted features are then tabulated and evaluated.

D. Evaluation

The evaluation section of this framework consists of three components- manual topic labeling, feature evaluation and hypothesis evaluation. The outputted topics of the LDA model are manually evaluated and labeled. In the case of the source code, once the topics are labeled and their respective files are classified, the key features of those topics/languages are tabulated.

To evaluate the hypothesis, an experiment was conducted comparing the performance of four classifiers: Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor and decision tree. These classifiers are commonly used in past literature.
VI. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Past literature has indicated that SVM outperforms other classifiers in classifying source code into their appropriate languages. Therefore, to test the effectiveness of our framework, we propose the following research hypothesis:

**H1:** Support Vector Machine will outperform K-Nearest-Neighbor, Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes in categorizing source code in terms of precision, recall and F-Measure.

VII. FINDINGS AND RESULTS

A. Evaluation

An experiment was conducted to test the effectiveness of the classification component of our framework. In the experiment, we compared our system (SVM) against other widely used classifiers: k-Nearest Neighbor, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree. All the classifiers were trained using the same set of 100 source code files. In our experiment, SVM outperformed K-Nearest Neighbor, Naïve Bayes, and Decision Tree in terms of precision, recall, and F-Measure, supporting H1. This is also consistent with prior literature. Table II shows the results of our experiment.

**TABLE II. SOURCE CODE CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>96.67</td>
<td>92.21</td>
<td>94.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Nearest Neighbor</td>
<td>89.81</td>
<td>88.90</td>
<td>88.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>92.20</td>
<td>91.80</td>
<td>92.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>94.00</td>
<td>90.30</td>
<td>92.064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Topics of hacker assets

By using LDA on attachments and tutorials, we are able to find several interesting results. There are several types of attachments available that are designed to cause direct harm to other machines including the Dirt Jumper DDoS attack, keyloggers and crypters. However, many of the attachments are general, non-threatening resources for other community members to use (books, system security tools, hardware/software).

Tutorials appear to be the primary method of providing community members with resources to carry out malicious attacks. Some of the more interesting tutorials pertain to SQL Injections, web exploits, creating malware, and crypters. Tutorials are particularly interesting as they allow for immediate, step-by-step instructions on how to carry out a particular task. Table III highlights the topics and their associated keywords which define that topic. We have selected only the topics which are the most interesting or represent broad hacker tutorials/attachments.

**TABLE III. TOPICS OF ATTACHMENTS AND TUTORIALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset Type</th>
<th>Topics of Asset</th>
<th>Keywords in topic(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attachments</td>
<td>Programming books and resources</td>
<td>language, python, program, lessons, hack, edition, book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web development tools</td>
<td>script, admin, php, phish, mysql, sql, flp, wp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kms, crypters, program cracking</td>
<td>end, download, install, shell, server, scanner, secure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>System security/ encryptional programs</td>
<td>virus, anti, security, sig, fingerprint, reset, crypto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Windows/Linux software</td>
<td>net, mem, browser, tools, id, exploit, infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Password extract, backdoors/ bypass vulnerabilities</td>
<td>http, files, www, nopatches, download, decript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tutorials</td>
<td>Engineering/Book knowledge</td>
<td>books, easy, hack, language, knowledge, understand, program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Web exploit options</td>
<td>php, script, link, cmd, website, nerd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linux system installation/maintenance instructions</td>
<td>net, salted, exploit, linux, Ubuntu, kali, pent, apt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malware and crypter creative destructions</td>
<td>virus, malware, scan, anti-virus/av, root, kit, SAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phishing, footprint hacking tutorials</td>
<td>facebook, password, phishing, fake, email, attack, online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SQL injection tutorials</td>
<td>sql, sqlinjection, exploit, sql, sql database, inject, exploit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal programming and graphic design</td>
<td>css, adobe, photoshop, web, program, language, graphic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of the source code found in these forums was not related to specific attacks, but instead mostly about general topics. However, several interesting topics relating to various types of attacks were found. The one of significant interest is a topic pertaining to banking vulnerabilities. Using the SVM classifier, we were able to identify the methods in which this topic implemented. The majority of the source code used in this topic fall under SQL, suggesting that these attacks may be targeted towards the databases of banks. Table IV provides a complete breakdown of the most interesting topics and their primary method of implementation.

**TABLE IV. SOURCE CODE TOPICS AND IMPLEMENTATION METHODS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>XSS Attacks</th>
<th>Password Cracking</th>
<th>Keylogging</th>
<th>Banking vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Microsoft Exploits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQL</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphi</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This research aims to understand the functions and characteristics of assets in hacker forums by applying classification and topic modeling techniques. Specifically, we focus on extracting the topics of source code, attachments and tutorials. This research contributes to hacker literature by gaining a deeper understanding of hacker assets in well-known forums and organizing them in a fashion conducive to educational reuse. Source code literature is extended by applying state of the art classifiers to a new area, hacker code.

This research also has practical contributions. Companies can apply this framework to forums of their choosing to extract the types of assets which are present in it. Using such information, companies can implement appropriate defenses for their systems. Finally, this framework facilitates easier search and browsing of hacker assets, which can be used for educational purposes. Tutorials provide immediate education, as they are step-by-step instructions for a task (i.e., phishing).
Future work can expand this research to increase understanding of hacker assets. In addition to increasing the variety of forums, future work can look at the specific members creating and disseminating such assets by using social network analysis techniques. This work can also be expanded by introducing a temporal component to identify the prevalence of particular assets over time. This type of information would be especially useful when trying to determine emerging assets.
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